
ANNEXE B

Synopses of Other Made-with-SG Films that will be Showcased at the
Singapore-Philippines Pavilion

Title Synopsis
Amoeba In an elite all-girls school in Singapore, a tomboy

schoolgirl persuades three classmates to rebel by
Directed by: forming a triad gang.
Tan Siyou (Singapore)

Produced by:
Akanga Film Asia (Singapore)

Don’t Cry, Butterfly After finding out about her husband’s affair on Live
TV, Tam absurdly decides to voodoo him back into

Directed by: love, spawning something peculiar at home.
Duong Dieu Linh (Vietnam)

Produced by:
Momo Film Co (Singapore)

Green Valley and the Amber Marbles After many years neglecting his absent-minded
mother, Kien visits her house to realise that she is

Directed by: living with a stranger, who is occupying the house.
Vu Nguyen Nam Khue (Vietnam)

Produced by:
Purple Tree (Singapore),
K.U Media (Vietnam)

Pierce After his mysterious and dangerous older brother is
released from prison, high school fencer Jie

Directed by: believes he has changed and helps him, defying
Nelicia Low (Singapore) their mother’s attempts to erase him from their

lives. A subsequent “accident” forces Jie to
Produced by: confront the truth about his brother’s true nature
Pōtocol (Singapore), and decide whether to save him…
Flash Forward Entertainment (Taiwan),
Harine Films (Poland)

The Violinist A young reporter discovers the tangled lives of two
lovers from pre-war Singapore while researching the

Directed by: provenance of an old violin. The year was 1941. The
Ervin Han (Singapore), dream of two young violinists, Kai and Fei, is cut
Raul Garcia (Spain) short by the Japanese invasion of Malaya. Kai joins

the Resistance, promising Fei he will return, but
Produced by: disappears after the war ends. A determined Fei
Robot Playground Media (Singapore) spends the next three decades in search of him

while performing all over Southeast Asia.
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Wonderland

Directed by:
Chai Yee Wei (Singapore)

Produced by:
MM2 Entertainment (Singapore), 
Mocha Chai Laboratories (Singapore)

To  pay  for  his  daughter  Eileen’s  education  abroad, 
Loke sells his family home and moves into a tiny one-
bedroom rental. There, he meets Tan, his neighbour 
who helps him write his letters to Eileen and read her 
letters to him. Meanwhile, Tan finds comfort in Loke’s 
dedication  to  his  daughter,  as  he  yearns  for  a 
reconciliation with his estranged daughter. When bad 
news arrives from abroad, Tan, in a spur of a moment, 
decides to withhold the truth from Loke in an attempt 
to spare his newfound friend the grief.
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